Annotation Project Completion
Tuesday, September 29, 2015

11:22 AM

Interview Directions

For project completion, you will be asked to create a video explaining components and merits of your
project for class viewing. This video will be part of your project evaluation! Below are the basic
directions:
 Keep your interview between 5‐7 minutes. Slightly over or slightly under is permissible.
 Review the questions before your interview. Come prepared with an interesting, collected answer.
 Think about how these questions might lend themselves to other things you’d like to say or others
to know about your project.
 Remember that this is a presentation of your ability to communicate as much as it is a
presentation of your project.
 Remember to use WeVideo app for your recording. If you are recording the interview outside of
class, the app is free. The user name is maderiamade and the password is redteamrocks
 Hold your recording device steady and record in a quiet, serene setting.
Now that you have instructions, below are the questions required of your recording.
1. Explain your project. What is it? What is essential to its construction? (i.e. is it a playlist?)
2. Why did you decide to use this format for your annotations? Was there a creative instinct when
making this decision? What about this format felt like it would work for the assignment?
3. What was easy about the project? What was hard? Is there anything you would do differently if
you had more time or after reflection? (If you feel explaining your process for creating said project
is necessary, this is an appropriate time to add that to your answer.)
4. How does your format add or enhance the meaning of your chosen chapter?
5. What kind of technology, if any, did you use for this project? (Consider that technology can mean
any tools‐ scissors could be considered a technology component.)
6. We used OneNote to navigate the module material. Was OneNote helpful? How or why
not? Would you use this application again or in other classes?
7. What was your favorite book for this module and why? How does it relate to your interests or
your beliefs?

Good luck!
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